The quenching "maintenance" and "cooling flow" problems are important from the Milky Way through massive cluster elliptical galaxies. Previous work has shown that some source of energy beyond that from stars and pure magnetohydrodynamic processes is required, perhaps from AGN, but even the qualitative form of this energetic input remains uncertain. Different scenarios include thermal "heating," direct wind or momentum injection, cosmic ray heating or pressure support, or turbulent "stirring" of the intra-cluster medium (ICM). We investigate these in 10 12 − 10 14 M halos using high-resolution non-cosmological simulations with the FIRE-2 (Feedback In Realistic Environments) stellar feedback model, including simplified toy energy-injection models, where we arbitrarily vary the strength, injection scale, and physical form of the energy. We explore which scenarios can quench without violating observational constraints on energetics or ICM gas. We show that turbulent stirring in the central ∼ 100 kpc, or cosmic-ray injection, can both maintain a stable low-SFR halo for >Gyr timescales with modest energy input, by providing a non-thermal pressure which stably lowers the core density and cooling rates. In both cases, associated thermal-heating processes are negligible. Turbulent stirring preserves cool-core features while mixing condensed core gas into the hotter halo and is by far the most energy efficient model. Pure thermal heating or nuclear isotropic momentum injection require vastly larger energy, are less efficient in lower-mass halos, easily over-heat cores, and require fine-tuning to avoid driving unphysical temperature gradients or gas expulsion from the halo center.
INTRODUCTION
How to "quench" the massive galaxies and keep them "red and dead" over a large fraction of cosmic time, at stellar masses 10 11 M (above ∼ L * in the galaxy luminosity function), has been a major outstanding problem in galaxy formation for decades (see e.g. Bell et al. 2003; Kauffmann et al. 2003; Madgwick et al. 2003; Baldry et al. 2004; Kereš et al. 2005; Blanton et al. 2005; Dekel & Birnboim 2006; Kereš et al. 2009; Pozzetti et al. 2010; Wetzel et al. 2012) . The major difficulty lies in the classic "cooling E-mail: ksu@caltech.edu flow" problem -X-ray observations have found significant radiative cooling in the hot gas of elliptical galaxies and clusters, indicating cooling times shorter than a Hubble time (Fabian et al. 1994; Peterson & Fabian 2006) . However, comparing the inferred cooling flow (reaching up to ∼ 1000 M yr −1 in clusters), neither sufficient cold gas from HI and CO observations (McDonald et al. 2011; Werner et al. 2013 ) nor sufficient star formation (Tamura et al. 2001; O'Dea et al. 2008; Rafferty et al. 2008 ) have been found in galaxies. Simulations and semi-analytic models, which do not suppress cooling flow and simply allow gas to cool into the galactic core, typically predict over an order of magnitude higher star formation rates (SFRs) than observed (for recent examples, see e.g., the weak/no feedback runs in Sijacki et al. 2007; Booth & Schaye 2009; Choi et al. 2015; Li et al. 2015) .
To compensate for the observed cooling, there must be some sort of heat source or pressure support. Moreover, the heat must still preserve the cool core structure in the majority of galaxies according to the observations (Peres et al. 1998; Mittal et al. 2009 ). One way to achieve this is to suppress the cooling flow and maintain a very-low-SFR stable cool-core (CC) cluster. Another possibility is that clusters undergo cool-core -non-cool-core (NCC) cycles: a stronger episode of feedback overturns the cooling flows, resulting in a non-cool-core cluster, which gradually recovers to a cool-core cluster and start another episode of feedback.
The various non-AGN solutions to the cooling flow problem proposed in the literature generally belong to the former case, as they are mostly steady heating mechanisms. These generally invoke physics that are un-ambiguously present, but play an uncertain role in quenching and/or the cooling flow problem, including: stellar feedback from shock-heated AGB winds (Conroy et al. 2015) , Type Ia supernovae (SNe) (e.g. Sharma et al. 2012, and references therein) , or SNe-injected cosmic rays (CRs) (Ruszkowski et al. 2017a; Pfrommer et al. 2017; Butsky & Quinn 2018; Farber et al. 2018; Jacob et al. 2018) ; magnetic fields (Soker & Sarazin 1990; Beck et al. 1996 Beck et al. , 2012 and thermal conduction (Binney & Cowie 1981; Tucker & Rosner 1983; Voigt et al. 2002; Fabian et al. 2002; Zakamska & Narayan 2003) in the circum-galactic medium (CGM) or intra-cluster medium (ICM); or "morphological quenching" via altering the galaxy morphology and gravitational stability properties (Martig et al. 2009; Dekel et al. 2009 ). Although these processes can slightly suppress the star formation, and "help" suppress the cooling flows, most previous studies, including our own exhaustive survey studying each of these in simulations similar to those presented here (Su et al. 2018, hereafter Paper I) , have shown that they do not fundamentally alter the classic cooling flow picture. In the end, the star formation is still cooling flow regulated, and the star formation rate is orders of magnitude too high.
Consequently, AGN feedback seem to be the most promising possible solution to the cooling flow problem, and there has been a tremendous amount of theoretical work on the topic (for recent studies see Li et al. 2017 Li et al. , 2018 Gaspari & Sadowski 2017; Weinberger et al. 2017a; Eisenreich et al. 2017; Jacob & Pfrommer 2017a,b; Pellegrini et al. 2018; Yoon et al. 2018; Martizzi et al. 2018 ; and see e.g., Silk & Rees 1998; Fabian 1999; Ciotti & Ostriker 2001; Hopkins et al. 2005 Hopkins et al. , 2006a Croton et al. 2006; McNamara & Nulsen 2007; Guo & Oh 2008; Ciotti et al. 2009; Ostriker et al. 2010; Choi et al. 2012; Wiener et al. 2013; Pfrommer 2013 for earlier works). Observations show that the available energy budget can easily be comparable to the cooling rate, and un-ambiguous cases of AGN expelling gas from galaxies, injecting thermal energy via shocks or sound waves or photo-ionization and Compton heating, "stirring" the CGM and ICM, and creating "bubbles" of hot plasma with non-negligible relativistic components, are ubiquitous (see e.g., Hickox & Alexander 2018 , for a detailed review).
However, despite its plausibility and the extensive work above, the detailed physics of AGN feedback remains uncertain, as do the relevant "input parameters." Unlike stellar feedback, where we have strong theoretical and observational constraints on supernovae event rates, energy inputs, metal yields, etc, AGN properties like energetics, kinetic luminosities, duty cycles, geometries, and their dependence on the black hole mass and accretion are much less well-constrained. Besides, even with the same energy input rate, how and where the energy is coupled to the CGM and ICM remain highly uncertain. Therefore, instead of jumping into a specific (potentially more realistic) AGN feedback model, in this study we "take a step back" and explore various idealized AGN "toy models" with energy injection in different forms (e.g., direct isotropic momentum injection, turbulent stirring, thermal heating, cosmic-ray injection), acting on different spatial scales, and with different energetics. Our goal is to answer the following simple questions: (a) What form [s] of energy input (if any) can possibly quench a cooling flow, without generating un-realistic galaxy or halo properties in obvious disagreement with observations? For example, one could easily imagine scenarios which "quench" galaxies by simply expelling all the gas in the halo -but this would violate the wealth of observations indicating massive halos retain most of the cosmological baryon fraction (e.g. Giodini et al. 2009; Gonzalez et al. 2013; Sanderson et al. 2013 ) (let alone more detailed constraints on density/temperature/entropy profiles). (b) If any form of energy injection is viable, over what (order-of-magnitude) spatial scales must it act? In other words, if the energy is primarily deposited around the galactic nucleus, does this yield behavior that is "too explosive"? Does the injection have to be fine-tuned to occur where the cooling is occurring? (c) Likewise, what are the required energetics, and are they reasonable compared to observational constraints and plausible accretion efficiencies of supermassive black holes in these systems? (d) If a model quenches, what is the actual mechanism? For example, turbulent stirring could suppress cooling flows via heating through thermalized kinetic energy (viscous or shock-heating), or through providing non-thermal pressure which "holds up" the halo despite its cooling, or through bulk mixing of cold and hot gas. (e) Does the model quench by maintaining a low-SFR stable cool-core cluster or turning it into a non-cool-core cluster? If it is the latter case, how long (if ever) does it take to recover a cool core after the injection is turned off?
All of these questions have been studied to varying extent in the literature already (see references above). And we will argue below that our conclusions are largely consistent with this previous work. But this manuscript expands on these previous studies in at least three important ways. (a) We attempt a broader and more comprehensive survey, across a variety of energy injection mechanisms, scales, and energetics, in different halo masses, using an otherwise identical set of physics and numerics, to enable fair comparisions. (b) We aim to implement all of these in fully "live," global simulations that self-consistently (and simultaneously) treat the entire halo and star-forming galactic disk. For such global simulations, our survey also reaches higher resolution compared to most previous work, allowing us to resolve more detailed sub-structure in the CGM and galactic disk. (c) We include explicit, detailed treatments of radiative cooling, the multi-phase ISM and CGM, star formation, and stellar feedback following the FIRE 1 simulations (Hopkins et al. 2014; Muratov et al. 2015; Hopkins et al. 2018b) , in order to more robustly model both the gas dynamics and the response of galactic star formation rates to cooling flows.
In § 2 we summarize the AGN toy models considered here, and describe our numerical simulations. Results are presented in § 3. We then discuss the effects of each of these model in turn, in § 5.
METHODOLOGY
Our simulations use GIZMO (Hopkins 2015) , 2 in its meshless finite mass (MFM) mode, which is a Lagrangian mesh-free Godunov method, capturing advantages of grid-based and smoothed-particle hydrodynamics (SPH) methods. Numerical implementation details and extensive tests are presented in Hopkins (2015) .
Our default simulation uses the FIRE-2 implementation of the Feedback In Realistic Environments (FIRE) physical treatments of the ISM and stellar feedback, the details of which are given in Hopkins et al. (2018b,a) along with extensive numerical tests. Cooling is followed from 10 − 10 10 K, including the effects of photoelectric and photo-ionization heating, collisional, Compton, fine structure, recombination, atomic, and molecular cooling. Star formation is treated via a sink particle method, allowed only in molecular, self-shielding, locally self-gravitating (Hopkins et al. 2013) gas, above a density n > 100 cm −3 . Star particles, once formed, are treated as a single stellar population with metallicity inherited from their parent gas particle at formation. All feedback rates (SNe and mass-loss rates, spectra, etc.) and strengths are IMF-averaged values calculated from STARBURST99 (Leitherer et al. 1999 ) with a Kroupa (2002) IMF. The feedback model includes: (1) Radiative feedback including photo-ionization and photo-electric heating, as well as single and multiple-scattering radiation pressure tracked in five bands (ionizing, FUV, NUV, optical-NIR, IR). (2) Stellar particles continuously lose mass and inject mass, metals, energy, and momentum in the form of OB and AGB winds. (3) Type II and Ia SNe (including both prompt and delayed populations) happen stochastically according to the tabulated rate. Once they occur, the stellar particles lose mass and inject the appropriate mass, metal, momentum and energy to the surrounding gas.
Initial Conditions
The initial conditions studied here are presented and described in detail in Paper I. Their properties are summarized in Table 1 . In this paper, the bulk of our study will initially focus on the m14 halo, which has the most dramatic (massive) cooling flow (we will then consider the other halos in turn). The dark matter (DM) halo, bulge, black hole, and gas+stellar disk are initialized following Springel & White (1999); Springel (2000) . We assume a spherical, isotropic, Navarro et al. (1996) profile DM halo; a Hernquist (1990) profile stellar bulge; an exponential, rotation-supported disk of gas and stars (10 10 and 2 × 10 10 M ) initialized with Toomre Q ≈ 1; a BH with mass 1/300 of the bulge mass (e.g. Häring & Rix 2004) ; and an extended spherical, hydrostatic gas halo with a β-profile (β = 1/2) and rotation at twice the net DM spin (so ∼ 10 − 15% of the support against gravity comes from rotation, the rest thermal pressure resulting from the virial shock). The initial metallicity drops from solar (Z = 0.02) to Z = 0.001 with radius as Z = 0.02 (0.05 + 0.95/(1 + (r/20 kpc) 1.5 )). For the runs with CR injection, initial magnetic fields are azimuthal with |B| = 0.3 µG/(1 + (r/20 kpc) 0.375 ) (extening throughout the ICM), and initial CR energy density is in equipartition with the local initial magnetic energy density. The ICs are run adiabatically (no cooling or star formation) to relax any initial transients before use.
The ICs are designed to be similar to observed cool-core 2 A public version of this code is available at http://www.tapir.caltech.edu/∼phopkins/Site/GIZMO.html. systems of similar mass wherever possible (see e.g. Humphrey et al. 2012; Humphrey & Buote 2013; Su et al. 2013 Su et al. , 2015 . Our m14 halo has initial cooling rate at ∼ 8 × 10 43 erg s −1 , with ∼ 3 × 10 43 erg s −1 radiated in X-ray (0.5-7 kev). In m12 and m13 the mass resolution is constant; in m14 (given its much larger total mass but the need to ensure fixed physical mass resolution in e.g., the star-forming disk) the resolution here matches run "MR-MRS" in Paper I, adopting a radially-dependent superLagrangian refinement scheme. The target gas mass resolution is set to = 3 × 10 4 M inside r < 10 kpc, and increases smoothly ∝ r outside outside this radius up to a maximum = 2 × 10 6 M at ∼ 300 kpc. Gas resolution elements are automatically merged or split appropriately if they move inward/outward, to maintain this mass resolution (to within a factor = 2 tolerance) at all times. A resolution study is included in the appendix of Paper I.
Energy Injection Models Surveyed
The toy models we investigate include momentum injection (simulations prefixed "Momm"), turbulent stirring ("Turb"), thermal input ("Th") and CR input ("CR"). All the simulations are listed in Table 2 , which also tabulate the energy and momentum input within different ranges. The 'Default' run includes only 'FIRE-2' stellar feedback. The other runs have various AGN toy models implemented on top of 'FIRE-2' stellar feedback. Only the runs with cosmic ray injection have magnetic fields. The runs labeled as "BH" have energy (momentum) injected in the black hole neighborhood, while the "core" runs have a wider-distributed injection with the kernel functions listed in the last column of Table 2 . The other runs labeled "uni" have uniform input per unit gas mass (so most of the energy is deposited at large radii). The detailed radial dependence of the energy and momentum input is shown in Fig. 1 . The simulation duration is also listed in Table 2 . All runs are run to 2 Gyr, unless either the halo is completely "blown out" or completely unaffected.
Although we will treat the energy/momentum injection rates as essentially arbitrary in our survey, for context it is worth noting that for a ∼ 10 9 M BH (about as massive as we expect in our m14 halo) the Eddington limit is ∼ 10 47 erg s −1 . The associated photon momentum flux is L/c ∼ 4 × 10 36 g cm s −2 . For more typical low-luminosity AGN observed in massive galaxies, the energies associated with e.g. their jets reach ∼ 10 44 − 10 45 erg s −1 (see Fabian 2012) .
Thermal Input ("Pure Heating")
Any process that ultimately transfers some energy to gas thermal energy can be said to have a "heating" component. This can occur via radiative (photo-ionization, Compton), mechanical (shocked winds/jets, compression), viscous (damped sound waves or turbulence), cosmic ray (collisions, streaming instabilities), and other processes. Many models in the literature have invoked the idea that heating from AGN can effectively offset cooling and drive strong pressure-driven outflows, if roughly a few percent of the luminosity associated with near-Eddington phases can couple thermally (Begelman 2004; Springel et al. 2005; Di Matteo et al. 2005; Hopkins et al. 2006b Hopkins et al. , 2007 Hopkins et al. , 2008 Hopkins et al. , 2006c Hopkins & Elvis 2010; Johansson et al. 2009; Ostriker et al. 2010; Faucher-Giguère & Quataert 2012; Barai et al. 2014; Dubois et al. 2013; Weinberger et al. 2017b; Pillepich et al. 2018; Richings & Faucher-Giguère 2018a,b) . Parameters of the galaxy models studied here ( § 2.1): (1) Model name. The number following 'm' labels the approximate logarithmic halo mass. (2) g : Minimum gravitational force softening for gas (the softening for gas in all simulations is adaptive, and matched to the hydrodynamic resolution; here, we quote the minimum Plummer equivalent softening). (3) mg: Gas mass (resolution element). There is a resolution gradient for m14, so its mg is the mass of the highest resolution elements. To mimic this in an intentionally idealized and simplified manner, we directly add (to the usual self-consistent heating and cooling routines) an analytic heating rate per unit masṡ einj(r) =Ėtot M −1 0 f (r), where f (r) is a dimensionless spherically-symmetric kernel function (centered on the BH at the galaxy center) normalized to M
We vary bothĖtot and f (r) systematically, as shown in Table 2 . In runs labeled "BH," f (r) is a cubic spline with radius of compact support enclosing the nearest ∼ 96 gas elements to the BH. In runs labeled "core," f (r) is a Gaussian (∝ exp [−(r/r0) 2 ]) with dispersion approximately equal to the β-profile scale-length (which is also approximately the critical cooling radius). And in runs labeled "uni," f (r) is constant out to approximately the virial radius. In the "BH" cases, f (r) is updated at each time step, while in the "core" and "uni cases, f (r) is set at the beginning of the runs, and kept constant. 
Momentum Input
Again many processes can transfer momentum/kinetic energy to gas, including radiation pressure, mechanical feedback from AGN winds and jets, and "PdV" work from cosmic ray pressure gradients. Again many models have invoked kinetic feedback to suppress cooling flows and SFRs in massive halos (Gaspari et al. 2011; Choi et al. 2012 Choi et al. , 2015 Li et al. 2015; Martizzi et al. 2018 ) and many have argued it specifically provides a better match to observational constraints and is more efficient compared to "pure heating" models, especially in the context of "maintenance" or "radio mode" feedback (Begelman 2004; Fabian 2012; Dubois et al. 2013; Barai et al. 2014; Meece et al. 2017; Weinberger et al. 2017b; Pillepich et al. 2018; Martizzi et al. 2018 ).
Since we will distinguish "random" or "non-oriented" driving below, we use this term to refer specifically to models with kinetic feedback oriented strictly radially away from the BH. Moreover because the coupling in the models above is primarily local (and we are not interested for this model in e.g. the case of CRs or hot thermally-pressurized gas driving outflows on large scales, since these should be resolved in our "Thermal Input" and "Cosmic Ray" runs), we will primarily focus on just the "BH" (local-kernel) models in this case. In that case a constant momentum fluxṖ (directed radially away from the BH) is injected in a similar kernel-weighted fashion among neighboring gas around the BH (as for thermal energy), but with the kernel weights proportional to the solid angle subtended by each gas element (as seen by the BH). Roettiger et al. 1993 Roettiger et al. , 1997 Norman & Bryan 1999; Ricker & Sarazin 2001; Mitchell et al. 2009; Paul et al. 2011; Vazza et al. 2011) , sloshing of cold fronts (e.g. Fujita et al. 2004; ZuHone et al. 2013 ZuHone et al. , 2018 , and winds from satellites can do likewise (Anglés-Alcázar et al. 2017) . Studies have argued turbulence could suppress cooling flows by providing direct pressure support to gas , or heating the gas "directly" via viscous dissipation (Banerjee & Sharma 2014; Zhuravleva et al. 2014) , or mixing cold structures back into hot gas in a thermally-unstable medium and so efficiently re-distributing heat (e.g. Kim & Narayan 2003; Vernaleo & Reynolds 2006; Parrish et al. 2010; Ruszkowski & Oh 2010; Banerjee & Sharma 2014) .
We represent "turbulent stirring" by driving turbulence directly following the "turbulent box" simulations in Bauer & Springel (2012) . Turbulence is driven in Fourier space as an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (see Schmidt et al. 2009; Federrath et al. 2010; Price & Federrath 2010 ) with characteristic driving wavelength (λ = 2π/k) set to 1/2 of the halo scale radius (experimenting with this, compared to the kernel or total energy, makes little difference to our conclusions). The compressive part of the acceleration is projected out via a Helmholtz decomposition in Fourier space so that the driving is purely incompressible (solenoidal). After Fourier-transforming back to real space, the stirring is applied as a continuous acceleration a(x) to each element; at this stage, we apply the desired kernel function
. In runs labeled "uni," f (r) is constant out to approximately the virial radius. In the runs labeled "core," f (r) is either a Gaussuan function or an exponential function as shown in Table 2 . The energy and momentum input rates labeled in Table 2 are calculated througḣ E ∼ dm max(|a(x)|)|v| andṖ ∼ dm max(|a(x)|), which estimate the upperbounds. 
Cosmic Ray Injection
CRs arise generically from processes that result in fast shocks, so could come from shocked winds or outflows, but are particularly associated with relativistic jets from AGN (where they can make up the bulk of the jet energy; Berezinsky et al. 2006; Ruszkowski et al. 2017b ) and hot, relativistic plasma-filled "bubbles" or "cavities" (perhaps inflated by jets in the first place) around AGN. Different authors have argued that they could help suppress cooling flows via providing additional pressure support to gas, driving pressure-driven outflows in the galaxy or CGM, or via heating the CGM/ICM directly via collisional (hadronic & Coulomb) and streaming-instability losses (Guo & Oh 2008; Sharma et al. 2010; Enßlin et al. 2011; Fujita & Ohira 2011; Wiener et al. 2013; Fujita et al. 2013; Ruszkowski et al. 2017a,b; Pfrommer 2013; Pfrommer et al. 2017; Jacob & Pfrommer 2017a,b; Jacob et al. 2018) .
We treat this analogous to our "thermal heating" runs -simply injecting cosmic ray energy at some fixed rate within a kernel. The CR physics and numerical implementation are described in detail in Chan et al. (2018) . Briefly, this treats CRs including streaming (at the local Alfvén speed, with the appropriate streaming loss term, which thermalizes, following Uhlig et al. 2012 , but with vst = vA), diffusion (with a fixed diffusivity κcr), adiabatic energy exchange with the gas and cosmic ray pressure in the gas equation of motion, and hadronic and Coulomb losses (following Guo & Oh 2008) . We follow a single energy bin (i.e. GeV CRs, which dominate the pressure), treated in the ultra-relativistic limit. Streaming and diffusion are fully-anisotropic along magnetic field lines. In Chan et al. (2018) , we show that matching observed γ-ray luminosities, in simulations with the physics above requires κcr ∼ 10 29 cm 2 s −1 , in good agreement with detailed CR transport models that include an extended gaseous halo around the Galaxy (see e.g. Strong & Moskalenko 1998; Strong et al. 2010; Trotta et al. 2011 ), so we adopt this as our fiducial value.
6 In practice, because of the large diffusivity, the CR energy density rapidly converges to the same quasi-equilibrium profile regardless of the shape of the injection kernel, so long as the injection scale is not extremely large ( 100 kpc), so we simplify by focusing on the "BH" kernel choice and keeping the injection isotropic. Figure 1 . Energy (top) or momentum (bottom) input rate per unit logarithmic galacto-centric radius log r (time-averaged over the last 100 Myr of each run), in a subset of our halo m14 runs. Runs labeled "uni" inject these quantities uniformly per unit mass over the whole halo, so large radii (containing most mass/volume) receive most of the injection. Runs labeled "core" have injection in a Guassian-like kernel, so most of the energy/momentum ends up around the kernel scale radius. Runs labeled "BH" inject everything in a kernel centered in the resolution elements immediately surrounding the BH ( kpc, hence not shown).
RESULTS IN OUR MASSIVE HALO (M14) SURVEY
As will be shown in the following subsections, 'Th-core-44' (Ė th ∼Ė cool ), 'Turb-core-4' (Ė turb < 1%Ė cool ), and 'CR-BH-43' (ĖCR ∼ 10%Ė cool ) are the more successful runs in the corresponding toy model scenario. We, therefore, highlight these runs in the subsequent plots, while tuning down the contrast of the "explosive" runs.
Star formation history
The first row of Fig. 2 plots the baryonic mass (as a function of time) within 30 kpc (M 30 kpc baryon ) excluding the pre-existing stars, which characterizes the cooling flow rates. The second, third and bottom rows show SFRs, SFRs from gas initially sitting outside 25 kpc (SFRs supplied by the cooling flows) and specific star formation rates (sSFRs), averaged in rolling 10 Myr bins. Momentum injection below ∼ 10 35 g cm s −2 ∼ 0.03 L Edd /c does not suppress the cooling flow or star formation by much, while an injection above 3 × 10 36 g cm s −2 ∼ L Edd /c blows everything away within 50 Myr leaving almost no gas within 70 kpc.
With a lower momentum flux (1 − 2 × 10 34 g cm s −2 ; nonradial), turbulent stirring can significantly suppress the cooling flows and star formation. When the turbulent energy input within 100 kpc reaches 1.1 − 1.4 × 10 41 erg s −1 ('Turb-core-4'), the core baryonic mass is suppressed by a factor of 3-10. For turbulent energy input rates above ∼ 2 × 10 41 erg s −1 ('Turb-core-5,6'), the SF is eventually completely quenched.
Uniform thermal heating has little effect on the SFRs and cool- Table 2 . Physics variations (run at highest resolution) in our halo-m14 survey
minor 2.0 3.6-7.7 e42 5.2-17 e39 4.6-5.7 e40 3.5-7.6 e42 1.6-1.6 e35 3.3-5.1 e32 3.0-1.7 e33 1.6-1.6 e35 Uniform Turb-uni-2 L X ↓ 2.0 6.5-20 e42 9.5-11 e39 8.4-5.8 e40 6.4-20 e42 2.9-2.9 e35 6.0-3.4 e32 5.5-1.5 e33 2.9-2.9 e35 Uniform Turb-core-1 moderate 2.0 5.0-5.6 e41 8.6-15 e39 6.2-8.5 e40 4.4-4.8 e41 2.5-2.0 e34 5.5-4.5 e32 4.1-2.3 e33 2.1-1.8 e34 a ∼ exp(−r/200) Turb-core-2 moderate 2.0 1.6-2.4 e41 9.1-18 e39 6.7-11 e40 9.8-14 e40 9.8-7.8 e33 5.9-5.4 e32 4.5-2.9 e33 5.3-5.0 e33 a ∼ exp(−(r/140) 2 ) Turb-core-3 moderate 2.0 2.1-2.9 e41 1.6-2.1 e40 8.1-12 e40 1.3-1.6 e41 1.2-0.9 e34 9.8-6.1e32 5.4-3.1e33 6.6-6.2 e33 a ∼ 2 exp(−r/80)
Turb-core-4 quenched 2.0 5.7-5.9 e41 2.7-0.5 e40 1.4-1.1 e41 4.4-4.8 e41 3.1-2.0 e34 1.7-0.2 e33 9.2-2.4 e33 2.1-1.8 e34 ar<100 ∼ 3 exp(−(r/79) 2 ) ar>100 ∼ exp(−r/200)
Turb-core-5 quenched 2.0 6.6-6.6 e41 5.2-1.7 e40 2.2-1.8 e41 4.4-4.8 e41 3.6-2.1 e34 3.3-0.3 e33 1.5-0.3 e34 2.1-1.7 e34 ar<100 ∼ 6 exp(−(r/66) 2 ) (NCC) ar>100 ∼ exp(−r/200)
Turb-core-6 Mach↑ 0.7 9.9-11 e41 1.7-0.7 e41 5.5-0.5 e41 4.4-5.7 e41 5.9-2.6 e34 1.1-0.06 e34 3.7-0.6 e34 2.1-2.0 e34
Th-core-44 quenched 2.0 2.0-0.5 e44 1.2-0.3 e44 2.0-0.5 e44 6.8-6.4 e39
This is a partial list of simulations studied here: each was run using halo m14, systematically varying the energy injection mechanism, scale, and energetics, at our highest resolution (a broader low-resolution parameter survey, and our survey of halos m12 and m13, are not included here). Columns list: (1) Model name. Models labeled "Momm," "Turb," "Th," and "CR" correspond to (radial) momentum injection, turbulent injection or "stirring," thermal energy injection ("heating"), and cosmic ray (CR) injection, respectively. Models labeled "uni," "core," "BH" adopt different kernels (see Fig. 1 ). (2) Summary of the results. Minor, moderate, and quenched correspond respectively to a SFR of 10, ∼ 1 − 10, and 1M yr −1 . The runs labeled otherwise are quenched while having a major drawback (as labeled). (3) ∆T : Simulation duration. All runs are run to 2 Gyr, unless either the halo is completely "blown out" or completely un-affected. (4)Ėtot,Ė r<30 ,Ė r<100 , andĖ r>100 tabulate the total energy input of the corresponding spherical region (with the two values corresponding to the beginning and end of the run). The energy input of "Momm" and "Turb" runs is the energy used to accelerate gas (e.g. difference in kinetic energy) in each timestep. (5)Ṗtot,Ṗ r<30 ,Ṗ r<100 , andṖ r>100 tabulate the momentum input in the corresponding region. (6) kernel: the form of the injection kernel.
ing flows even if input rate reaches ∼ 10 44 erg s −1 . Black hole thermal injection, on the other hand, undergoes a sharp transition from having little effect to completely quenching the galaxy by blowing everything away (through a Sedov-Taylor explosion), between injection rates 10 43 to 10 44 erg s −1 (10 −4 − 10 −3 L Edd ). The transition is milder if the energy is smoothly injected within a Gaussian kernel of 30 kpc, in which case a stable core baryonic mass and low star formation rate can be maintain by a heating rate of ∼ 10 44 erg s −1 ('Th-Core-44'). However, with a similar cooling flow rate (e.g., 'Turb-core-1' and 'Th-core-43'), turbulent stirring suppresses SFR more efficiently (with a lower energy input rate) than core thermal heating.
Unlike thermal heating, CR energy input can maintain a semistable core baryonic mass and suppressed SFR even if all the energy is deposited in the vicinity of the black hole. The SFR and cooling flows are significantly suppressed by an energy input of 10 43 erg s −1 , less than the rate required for a thermal heating run with Gaussian kernel to quench. However, when the CR input reaches 10 44 erg s −1 , the resulting dramatic suppression of core baryonic mass becomes similar to what is caused by the "explosive" BH-kernel thermal heating.
The resulting halo properties
3.2.1 Temperature, density, and entropy Fig. 3 shows the average density, and luminosity-weighted density, temperature, and entropy as a function of radius averaged over the last 100 Myr of the runs. The shaded regions in the second row indicate the observational density profiles (scaled) for cool-core (blue) and non-core-core (red) clusters (McDonald et al. 2013 ).
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The lightened curves in the bottom row indicate the observational entropy profiles for cool-core (blue) and non-core-core (red) clusters (McDonald et al. 2013 ).
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Momentum injection does not affect the resulting halo profiles with an input rate less than ∼ 10 35 g cm s −2 , while it blows everything away when the input rate reaches L Edd /c ∼ 3 × 10 36 g cm s −2 . With a lower momentum input at ∼ 10 34 g cm s −2 , turbulent stirring can much more efficiently suppress the core density. When the core (r < 100 kpc) energy input reaches 1.1 − Table 2 . This is a proxy for the net amount of cooling-flow inflow. Second: SFRs averaged in 10 Myr intervals. Third: SFRs specifically from gas which was at r > 25 kpc in the ICs (gas which comes in with the cooling flow). Bottom: Specific SFRs. The shaded regions indicate the SFR or specific SFR that we define as quenched. For each, we compare runs with momentum injection, turbulent stirring, thermal heating, and cosmic ray injection (columns, as labeled). Momentum injection belowṖ 10 35 g cm s −2 does not suppress cooling flows, whileṖ 3 × 10 36 g cm s −2 almost immediately ejects all the gas in the halo. Uniform thermal heating has little effect on SF (most of the energy is "wasted" at large-r), while nuclear ("BH") injection transitions sharply between doing nothing (the heat is radiated away) and driving a Sedov-Taylor explosion that evacuates the halo aroundĖ ∼ 3 × 10 43 erg s −1 . Heating with a semi-extended ∼ 30 kpc kernel can suppress SF without explosive ejection forĖ carefully chosen aroundĖ ∼ 10 44 erg s −1 . Turbulent stirring more efficiently suppresses SF: when the drivingĖ within < 100 kpc reaches 10 41 erg s −1 , the core baryonic mass begins to fall, and by 2× this SF is eventually completely quenched. CR energy input at 10 43 erg s −1 can maintain a low SFR and semi-stable core baryonic mass even if the energy is deposited in the nucleus.
× 10
43 erg s −1 ('Turb-core-4'), the density suppression becomes more significant. When it reaches 2 × 10 43 erg s −1 ('Turbcore-5,6'), the core gas is eventually completely heated up, and the entropy profile is flattened. If turbulent stirring is not suppressed at large radii, the density beyond 100 kpc is also suppressed by almost a factor of 10, i.e. the halo begins to expel/lose a significant amount of gas. Among the runs with significantly suppressed SFRs, the density and entropy profiles of 'Turb-core-5' and 'Turb-core-6' end up resembling those observed in non-cool-core clusters (compare Sanderson et al. 2006 Sanderson et al. , 2009 Hudson et al. 2010; McDonald et al. 2013) , while 'Turb-core-4' lives between cool-core and noncore. The other turbulent stirring runs with moderately suppressed SFRs preserve the cool-core features, although their densities in the core regions are slightly higher than observational values.
The effects of thermal heating on the halo properties strongly correlate with the kernel size of the injection. When concentrated in the black hole neighborhood, ∼ 10 43 erg s −1 is sufficient to significantly suppress the density within 5 kpc and heat up the gas up to 10 8 K. Thermal injection rates in the BH neighborhood 10 44 erg s −1 blow out everything within 10 kpc, heat gas to 10 10 K, and produce a negative temperature slope out to > 100 kpc. If the injection is smoothed over a Gaussian kernel of 30 kpc, then the core density is not suppressed until the total energy input reaches 10 44 erg s −1 (when the energy input is comparable to the cooling). Although milder, a negative temperature gradient extending from 10 to 100 kpc is still hard to avoid in that case.
CR injection can significantly suppress the core density witḣ E 10 43 erg s −1 , and produces an extended region with significant hot gas. If the input exceeds 10 44 erg s −1 , the injection becomes explosive on large scales (similar to high-Ė BH-kernel thermal injection). Except for the explosive one, runs with CR injection have density and entropy profiles resembling those observed in cool-core clusters. The gas of the most successful CR injection run ('CR-BH-43') within ∼ 7 kpc is dominated by the hot gas from stellar mass loss (and/or gas heated by CR) and is less constrained by the observations.
The face-on projected density and average temperature (between ∆Z = ±1 kpc) of the more successful runs ('Th-core-44', 'Turb-core-4' and 'CR-BH-43') are shown in Fig. 4 . Consistent with the aforementioned density and temperature profiles, 'Thcore-44' and 'Turb-core-4' have suppressed density up to a few 10 kpc, while 'CR-BH-43' has suppressed density only within 10 kpc. Thermal heating and CR injection both lead to a heated region, but the heated region in the former case extends to a larger radius.
X-ray luminosities
The resultant X-ray luminosity of the gas halo is an important constraint for an AGN feedback model (e.g. Choi et al. 2015; McCarthy et al. 2010 ). Fig. 5 shows the predicted X-ray cooling luminosity, integrated over all gas in the halo, from 0.5 − 7 keV. The luminosity is calculated using the same methods in Schure et al. (2009); Ressler et al. (2018) , in which the cooling curve is calculated for the photospheric solar abundances (Lodders 2003) , using the spectral analysis code SPEX (Kaastra et al. 1996) and scaled according to the local hydrogen, helium, and metal mass fractions. The shaded regions indicate the observed X-ray luminosities in Reiprich & Böhringer (2002) and Stanek et al. (2006) for halos with m halo ∼ 0.7 − 1.5 × 10 14 M . Runs which quench by violently ejecting gas strongly suppress their X-ray luminosities, as does the "uniform" turbulent stirring run (owing to its suppression of gas densities everywhere in the halo). But interestingly, other runs with suppressed SF/cooling flows maintain X-ray luminosities just a factor ∼ 1.5 − 3 lower, well within the observed range (Reiprich & Böhringer 2002; Stanek et al. 2006; Balogh et al. 2006; Kim & Fabbiano 2013; Anderson et al. 2015) . This is because a large portion of the total X-ray luminosity is from larger radii, although the surface brightness decays as a function of radius. Fig. 6 shows the rms 1D turbulent velocity, defined as v turb / √ 3, and the 1D Mach number for gas hotter than 10 7 K as a function of radius, averaged over the last 100 Myr of the runs. Radial momentum injection does not alter turbulence much, as it primarily drives coherent motion; likewise for thermal injection when it is weak or spread over large radii. In the "explosive" regime of momentum/thermal/CR input, all drive strong outflows at up to ∼ 1000 km s −1 , though the higher shocked-gas temperatures mean this corresponds to Mach∼ 0.4. At intermediate CR injection rates, appreciable but modest bulk motions are driven at 10 kpc. By construction, turbulent stirring boosts turbulent velocities where injected. The maximal turbulent velocities reach ∼ 200 − 400 km s −1 (Mach 0.5) in the 'Turb-uni and 'Turb-core-1-5' runs, broadly consistent with observations (Hitomi Collaboration et al. 2016 , but towards the higher end of the allowed range, while 'Turb-core-6' exceeds Mach > 1.
Turbulent Mach number
3.3 Cooling time and gas stability Fig. 7 shows the cooling time (τc ≡ E thermal /Ė cooling ) versus radius for gas hotter than 10 5 K. Momentum injection does not affect the cooling time strongly. Even in our highest momentum flux run (∼ 10 36 g cm s −2 ), where everything within 70 kpc is blown away, the cooling time at even larger radii still remains very similar to the 'Default' run.
On the other hand, turbulent stirring, which effectively suppresses the gas density, can also suppress the cooling rate (through turbulent mixing and pressure support). The regions with boosted cooling time roughly coincide with the regions with strong stirring. When the stirring injects ∼ ×10
41 erg s −1 ('Turb-core-4') within 100 kpc, the average cooling time of gas with T > 10 5 K beyond 10 kpc is boosted to 10 Gyr. In 'Turb-core-5 and 6', almost all the gas becomes stably non-cooling, consistent with their resulting non-cool-core halo properties.
Thermal heating can significantly boost the cooling time as long as the kernel of injection is small enough ( only the 'Th-BH' runs and 'Th-core' runs). The increase of the cooling time basically follows the increase in temperature discussed in § 3.2.
CR injection boosts the cooling time significantly within r ∼ 10 kpc, owing to lower densities and higher temperatures inside these radii, when the injection rate is 10 43 erg s −1 . The ratio of cooling time to dynamical time (τc/τ d , with τ d ≡ (r 3 /GMenc) 1/2 ) is also plotted as an indication of gas stability. The runs suffering from the most severe cooling flows in our suite ('Default', 'Momm-BH-34,35', 'Th-uni-43,44', 'Thcore-43', 'Th-BH-43' and 'CR-BH-42' ) have an extended region within 100 kpc at τc/τ d 20.
In the runs with SFRs suppressed to 1M yr −1 ('Turb-core-4', 'Th-core-44' and 'CR-BH-43'), most of the gas within this radius has τc/τ d > 10. In the runs which end up resembling non-cool-core clusters ('Turb-core-4 & 5'), τc/τ d 100 uniformly. Consistent with previous studies (e.g. Sharma et al. 2012; Gaspari et al. 2015; Voit et al. 2017) , we find that our simulations that avoid the cooling catastrophe and also produce "realistic" cool-core profiles have τc/τ d 10.
Energy input vs. Cooling
In Fig. 8 , we compare cooling rates, energy input rates, and net energy gain/loss of each run, integrated within a radius r. Here "energy input" sums stellar feedback (adding SNe and stellar massloss kinetic luminosities) plus the input from our analytic injection models. We also show where gas (above 10 5 K) has cooling times exceeding the Hubble time.
Direct thermal heating, as expected, suppresses cooling in the core region only if the injected heating rate is larger than cooling: this is why uniform or large-kernel heating is inefficient (energy is "wasted" at large radii). When highly-concentrated, this tends to result in explosive behavior, which reduces the cooling rate further out not by direct heating but by ejecting the halo baryons. The only Figure 3 . Density (top), X-ray cooling luminosity-weighted density (second), luminosity-weighted temperature (third), and luminosity-weighted entropy (bottom) versus radius averaged over the last ∼ 100 Myr in the m14 runs from Fig. 2 . The shaded regions in the second row and the lightened curves in the bottom row indicate the observational density and entropy profiles (scaled) for cool-core (blue) and non-core-core (red) clusters (McDonald et al. 2013) . At sufficiently low injection rates, all models do little (as expected). In "Momentum," "Thermal," and "CR" injection, we see that when the injection is nuclear ("BH") and large enough, explosive behavior results (expelling nearly all gas within ∼ 30 − 100 kpc, and leaving what remains very hot), in stark contrast with observations. Quasi-stable intermediate cases do exist, for turbulent stirring and CR injection in particular. Among the turbulent runs with suppressed SF, most preserve the initial cool-core features (though they do suppress the density, heat up, and flatten the entropy profile in the core), though "core-5/6" resemble non-cool-core clusters (but do not "explode"); uniform turbulent driving suppresses densities even at 100 kpc as well. The 'Th-core-44' run, which has non-explosively suppressed SFR, broadly resembles non-cool-core clusters, but its negative temperature gradient is in tension with observations. The 'CR-core-43' run, which also has non-explosively suppressed SFR, resembles cool-core clusters.
thermal heating run with heating roughly matched to cooling over the extended cooling region is the (intentionally fine-tuned) 'Thcore-44' run.
Akin to the thermal runs, 'CR-BH-42' does little, 'CR-BH-44' is explosive, while 'CR-BH-43' is able to maintain quasi-stable equilibrium. A key difference is (as we show below) this comes primarily from pressure support, where the CR pressure profile (if diffusion is fast and the injection rate is constant, and losses are negligible) is essentially a steady-state pcr ∼Ėcr/12π κ r. This makes the predictions less sensitive to small variations in the cooling rates or gas densities.
Turbulent stirring can suppress cooling rates significantly without becoming "explosive" and with significantly lower energetic "cost." We discuss the mechanisms for this in § 5.3. Figure 4 . The face-on projected density and average temperature (between ∆Z = ±1 kpc) of the more successful runs ('Th-core-44', 'Turb-core-4' and 'CR-BH-43'). Consistent with the density and temperature profiles in Fig. 3 ,'Th-core-44' and 'Turb-core-4' have suppressed density up to a few 10 kpc, while 'CR-BH-43' has suppressed density only within 10 kpc. Thermal heating and CR injection both lead to a heated region, but the heated region in the former case extends to a larger radius. Figure 5 . X-ray cooling luminosity L X , integrated from 0.5 − 7 keV, in the runs in Fig. 3 . The shaded regions indicate the observed X-ray luminosities in Reiprich & Böhringer (2002) and Stanek et al. (2006) for halos with m halo ∼ 0.7 − 1.5 × 10 14 M . Runs which explosively eject core gas (e.g. 'Momm-BH-36', 'Th-BH-44,45' and 'CR-BH-44') strongly suppress L X . Uniform turbulent stirring ('Turb-uni) also suppresses L X strongly by ejecting gas (at larger radii). But other runs with suppressed SF ('Turb-core-X','Th-Core-44', 'CR-BH-43') have only factor ∼ 1.5 − 3 lower L X . This is because a large portion of the total X-ray luminosity is from larger radii, although the surface brightness decays as a function of radius.
The Rejuvenation of Non-cool-core Clusters, and Role of Feedback from Old Stellar Populations
Given that 'Turb-core-5' and 'Turb-core-6' evolve from cool-core to non-cool-core in a relatively "gentle" manner, a natural question to ask is whether the halo will become cool-core again if the turbulent stirring is turned off. It turns out that rejuvenation does not necessarily occur, at least in these idealized simulations (remember, our simulations are non-cosmological, so do not include new gas accreting into the halo). We test this by restarting the 'Turb-core-5' run from the 1.4 Gyr point and the 2.0 Gyr point, removing our injection (keeping e.g. stellar feedback and all other physics, however). As shown in Fig. 9 , the '1.4 Gyr' run rejuvenates (core baryonic mass slowly grows and star formation reoccurs) while the '2.0 Gyr' one does not. The reason is that once the density is lowered to a (very low) point where the residual steady-state energy input from type 1a SNe and AGB winds surpasses cooling, the halo remains quenched for a Hubble time. Fig. 10 shows the same comparison of Fig. 8 for 'Turb-core-5' at 1.4 Gyr and 2.0 Gyr, but includes only the stellar feedback contribution in "energy input." It is clear that at 1.4 Gyr there is still an extended region (r 30 kpc) with sufficiently dense gas that stellar feedback from old stars alone (SNe Ia & AGB mass-loss) can only marginally balance cooling, while by 2.0 Gyr, the density has been depleted to the point where the old-star stellar feedback (which is basically identical) now totally surpasses cooling.
If we restart this 2.0 Gyr run without stellar feedback from old stars (disabling Ia's and AGB mass-loss), then it does rapidly resume SF and "rejuventate." We have confirmed it is the Ia population which dominates the energy injection and results here. But in either case, it appears that stellar feedback can aid in maintaining quenched systems, but only once they are well into the non-coolcore stage with especially-depleted central gas densities.
We focused on this case because it was only marginally a non-cool-core cluster. In every simulations that produces "explo- Figure 6 . Top: 1D rms Mach number (v turb / √ 3v thermal , in gas with T > 10 7 K, averaged over the last 100 Myr of the runs) as a function of radius for the runs in Fig. 3 . Bottom: 1D rms velocity dispersion v turb / √ 3. The 'Default' run has turbulence driven by a combination of thermal instability and stellar feedback. Weaker momentum/thermal/CR input does not alter this much; when those inputs become "explosive" (see Fig. 3 ), strong shocks appear as jumps in v turb up to 1000 km s −1 . Modest CR injection or distributed thermal injection contribute ∼ 200 km s −1 bulk motions at r 10 kpc. Turbulent stirring runs (by construction) produce Mach ∼ 0.2 − 0.4 turbulence over the radii of the chosen kernel, although the strongest runs (e.g. 'Turb-core-6') exceed Mach 1.
sive" quenching, the central gas densities are extremely low (much lower than our 2.0 Gyr run here) and so, unsurprisingly, rejuvenation never occurs.
RESULTS AS A FUNCTION OF HALO MASS
We now explore models in lower-mass halos m12 and m13 at M halo ∼ 10 12 and 10 13 M , respectively (see Table 1 ). We focus our attention on models motivated by those that at least seem plausibly "successful" (able to have some effect, but also not obviously in gross violation of observational constraints) -this includes variations of the turbulent stirring "core-kernel" runs, cosmic ray injection with appropriate energetics, and thermal heating with an appropriate-scaled spatial kernel and energy scale. The survey at high resolution is listed in Table 3 , though we have run additional low-resolution tests of broader parameter space to confirm our intuition from the m14 survey continues to hold.
For the thermal and CR injection cases, we scale the input energy from the m14 'Th-core-44' and 'CR-BH-43' runs according to the total cooling rate of the halo. For turbulent stirring, we scale the characteristic wavelength of the stirring in Fourier space (λ) and kernel size (r k ) from the m14 'Turb-core-4' run according to the viral radius, and the amplitude of particle acceleration according to the circular velocity at the kernel size: ar k ∼ v 2 c ∼ GMenc/r. For the m12 case, the above scaling makes the kernel very narrow and confines the stirring or energy injection to the disk, so we also included m12 runs with a wider kernel.
The resulting SFRs are plotted in Fig. 11 . Turbulent stirring and CR injection quench all halos, while thermal heating is less efficient in m12. Fig. 12 shows the density, temperature, and entropy profiles, while Fig. 13 compares the energy injection to cooling luminosities as a function of radius.
Thermal heating has similar effects in m13 and m14: the galaxies are quenched but inevitably have a mild negative temperature gradient. The energy input of both matches the cooling in an extended region (by construction). However, in the m12 case, the cooling rate is actually boosted by the additional thermal heating (because the virial temperature is low and amount of gas at ∼ 10 4 −10 5 K is large, this pushes gas higher on the cooling curve), so the effect is much weaker. In lower-resolution tests, this is not remedied by increasing the thermal energy injection rate: because of the more violent thermal instability, all our thermal-heating runs in m12 either produce no effect, or violent explosion of the entire halo.
Naively scaling the turbulent "stirring scale" with the viral radius (and strength with the circular velocity) quenches m13, but the stirring at large radii > 50 kpc is too strong and a substantial gas mass is thrown out of the halo completely, lowering the density and X-ray luminosity, while the stirring at small radius makes the halo non-cool-core (akin to stronger stirring cases in m14). This can be moderated, as expected, with a somewhat weaker stirring. In m12 these naive scalings lead to stirring confined to ∼ 16 kpc, Figure 7 . Top: Gas cooling time (τc ≡ E thermal /Ė cooling ) versus radius (averaged in the last 100 Myr of the runs in Fig. 3 ). Gray dashed line labels the Hubble time. Bottom: Cooling time over dynamical time (τ d ≡ (r 3 /GMenc) 1/2 ). With weak injection these are not strongly modified. In explosive cases the cooling time interior to the explosive shock is enormous (the "cutoff" to zero reflects cases where there is no gas in the relevant temperature range inside some radius). CRs and turbulent stirring suppresses cooling primarily by suppressing core gas densities; regions with boosted τc correspond to regions with strong stirring. If the stirring exceeds 2 × 10 41 erg s −1 within 100 kpc ('Turb-core-5 & 6'), or CR injection exceeds 10 43 erg s −1 , the gas has τc > t Hubble and τc/τ d 100 -this is an excellent predictor of when the system will resemble a non-cool-core-cluster. m12-Turb-core-wide 25 4.7-9.3 e39 4.6-4.9 e32 ar<50 ∼ 3 exp(−(r/39.6) 2 ) ar>50 ∼ exp(−r/100) m13-Turb-core 57 13-7.5 e39 10-3.8 e32 ar<50 ∼ 3 exp(−(r/40) 2 ) ar>50 ∼ exp(−r/100) m14-Turb-core-4 120 5.7-5.9 e41 3.1-2.0 e34 ar<100 ∼ 3 exp(−(r/79) 2 ) ar>100 ∼ exp(−r/200) m12-Th-core-43 -
Partial list (including just simulations at "production" resolution) of runs in halos m12 and m13. Style is identical to Table 2 , but we add one column λ, denoting the wavelength of the turbulent driving modes. We focus only on models which were successful without being "explosive" in the m14 suite, and scale the energetics and kernel sizes with the cooling luminosities and virial radii, respectively. We have run additional low-resolution tests akin to the suite in Table 2 to confirm much larger/smaller injection produces similar results to what is seen there.
which effectively stirs the galactic disk and ballistically "launches" the whole disk into fountains, which produce a violently bursty star formation history. Obviously this is not realistic: increasing the "stirring kernel" size to ∼ 40 kpc ('m12-turb-core-wide') produces a much smoother low SFR and stable cool-core structure with slightly-lower core densities and cooling rates. CR injection successfully and "smoothly" quenches m12 and m13. In m13 the overall cooling rate is eventually also suppressed significantly as the gas within the central few kpc is ejected.
DISCUSSION: HOW DO DIFFERENT PHYSICS QUENCH (OR NOT)?
The only injection models that result in a semi-stable quenched galaxy are thermal heating with a Gaussian kernel chosen in the correct energy and size range, turbulent stirring confined to radii below the halo scale radius, and cosmic ray heating in the correct energy range. We briefly discuss how each surveyed model in § 2.2 operates. 
Turb-core-2
Turb-core-6
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Th-BH-45 Figure 8 . Cumulative (integrated inside < r) cooling rate (Ė cool ), total feedback energy input rate (Ė input ), and difference (net loss/gain), in the runs from Fig. 3 averaged over their last 100 Myr. Progressively darker red shading indicates regions where 20/50/80% of gas (above T > 10 5 K) has cooling times greater than the Hubble time. Weak input produces little change; "explosive" runs quench by dramatically lowering heating and core gas densities. Several of the turbulent runs suppress cooling significantly, ensuring τc > t Hubble , without "exploding." This is also seen in intermediate CR runs ('CR-BH-43'), more or less independent of the injection kernel. In thermal runs this requires an injection kernel and energy fairly carefully matched to the cooling radius/energy. . Testing "rejuvenation." We re-start run 'Turb-core-5' which transitions from cool-core to non-cool-core cluster, at either 1.4 Gyr ('Re-1.4Gyr-SFB') or 2.0 Gyr ('Re-2.0Gyr-SFB'), keeping all physics identical but turning off the turbulent "stirring" at the time of restart. We compare the baryonic mass within r < 30 kpc (excluding pre-existing stars; top) and SFR (bottom) as Fig. 2 . The earlier restart "rejuvenates" after additional energy injection is disabled, andṀast slowly re-grows over ∼ Gyr timescales. The later restart fails to rejuvenate, as in the intervening time, continued driving has lowered the core gas density to the point where stellar feedback from old stars (Ia & AGB) can keep it hot. We confirm the latter by re-running the 2.0 Gyr restart without this feedback ('Turb-core-5-2.0Gyr-Re-NoAGN-NoSFB'), which now rejuvenates.
Radial Momentum injection
The actual kinetic energy (even if it all thermalized) of the momentum-injection runs is less than the cooling luminosity.
10 At low injection rates this just stirs small-scale turbulence/fountains (e.g. in "Momm-BH-35," 40% of the momentum and 20% of the energy input is used to decelerate in-falling gas, and ∼ 1/2 of the gas acted directly upon by the nuclear stirring still forms stars). At higher injection rates it acts by dynamically altering halo structure, ejecting material from the core. Without truly enormous energy input this is eventually decelerated in the outer halo, but in e.g. "Momm-BH-36" almost all the gas within 70 kpc is ejected.
Previous studies have similarly noted that pure isotropic kinetic input tends to fall into burst-quench cycles where either it fails to alter the cooling flow, or explosively ejects all the gas in the cooling radius (Ciotti et al. 2009; Shin et al. 2010) . One alternative is to inject energy in a completely different form (discussed below). A second is to inject momentum at larger radii (distributing it away from the center), in a spatially-localized-but-time-dependent manner (i.e. not in a simple radially-outward-moving shell, which simply repeats this problem on larger scales; see Gaspari et al. 2011; Li & Bryan 2014; Yang & Reynolds 2016; Bourne & Sijacki 2017 for 10 The total kinetic energy input roughly matches the total cooling rate at the begin of the most explosive "Momm-BH-36" case, but soon become sub-dominant. [erg s
Turb-core-5-2.0 Gyṙ Figure 10 . Cumulative cooling rate versus energy input (as Fig. 8 , but including only stellar feedback from old stellar populations in theĖ input budget), of the "re-started" runs in Fig. 9 . In the earlier restart, the higher core densities allow cooling and rejuvenation after the turbulent injection is de-activated. In the later restart, the stellar injection is identical (it comes from the same old stars) but the gas density has been further lowered by the injection to the point where old stars can maintain quenching for a Hubble time.
kinetic jets) -this is much closer in practice to our "turbulent stirring" runs below. A third alternative is to invoke a mix of isotropic kinetic feedback and thermal feedback (as in Ciotti et al. 2010; Dubois et al. 2013; Weinberger et al. 2017b; Pillepich et al. 2018 ), a possibility we discuss below.
Thermal heating
In pure thermal heating models, nothing changes unless the overall heating rate is larger than the cooling rate. However, unless these are carefully balanced, this tends to produce a negative temperature gradient in direct contradiction with observed systems (Brighenti & Mathews 2002; Mathews et al. 2006) , and can drive explosive behavior which removes most of the gas in the halo. As a result, we must tune the energy input to match the cooling rate. We must also tune the injection radius to match the cooling radius, or else the energy is either "wasted" on gas at large radii (not cooling efficiently), or it excessively heats gas in the center driving Sedov-Taylor blastwaves that heat gas to very high temperature,eject gas in the central halo, produce negative temperature gradients, and strong shocks. This is also consistent with previous studies that have repeatedly found nuclear energy injection alone tends to either fail to quench, or violently eject far too much gas from halos (Genel et al. 2014) . The alternatives are typically to invoke either (1) fine-tuning, or (2) some mix of other feedback mechanisms. Default Thermal-core Thermal-core-wide Turb-core Turb-core-wide CR-BH Figure 11 . Galaxy SFRs (as Fig. 2 ) in our suite of simulations of different mass halos (Table 3) . The "wide" runs are only for m12. In m13 and m14, turbulent stirring within the halo scale radius, or CR injection with appropriate energies, can quench, as can somewhat fine-tuned thermal energy injection. m12 is more unstable and we find no thermal-heating solutions that quench without explosive ejection of halo baryons. Also in m12 the 'Turbcore' run confines stirring to ∼ 16 kpc, effectively "churning" the galactic disk and producing the bursty star formation; this disappears with a more extended stirring ('Turb-core-wide').
Turbulent stirring
In almost all of our turbulent stirring runs which produce suppressed cooling flows, the turbulent energy injection rate is much lower than the total cooling rate (especially pre-turbulence) -in other words, thermalized turbulent energy "heating" gas is not the dominant channel. We have also directly confirmed this by measuring the turbulent damping rate and comparing it to cooling. More important, turbulence mixes gas to larger radius, which (a) lowers the central density, (b) lowers the density of "up-welling" parcels (lowering their cooling rates), and (c) mixes them with hot gas (providing a form of "bulk conduction"). Together this lowers the effective cooling rate by an order of magnitude in the region with cooling times shorter than the Hubble time.
Taking 'Turb-core-4' for instance, Fig. 14 tracks the evolution of gas which is cold and dense at one initial time. After ∼ 0.5 Gyr, less than half remains cold and dense or forms stars: most is shifted to larger radius and mixed into with hot gas (e.g. Kim & Narayan 2003; Vernaleo & Reynolds 2006; Parrish et al. 2010; Ruszkowski & Oh 2010 Banerjee & Sharma 2014) .
Cosmic Ray Injection
Like turbulent stirring, CR injection provides another source of non-thermal pressure support, so the gas density and the cooling rate can be suppressed without directly heating up the gas. As shown in Fig. 15 , CR energy does contribute as an important pressure source, reaching at least equipartition to the thermal energy. Moreover, CR diffusion spreads out the energy input and forms a quasi-steady-state isotropic pressure gradient even if all the CR energy is injected in the vicinity of the black hole. Fig. 15 shows that only a small fraction of the CR energy is thermalized as the CRs propagate in the 'CR-BH-43/44' models, 11 and in all cases the heating from CRs is well below total cooling rates. This is expected: the timescale for CRs to lose energy to hadronic+Coulomb processes is ∼ 30 Myr (n/cm
while the diffusion timescale is ∼ r 2 /κcr, so for our parameters losses in the core are only significant if its mean density exceeds n 0.1 cm −3 (rcore/10 kpc) −2 . 12 However, in 'CR-BH-43/44,' the temperature in the very center ( 5 − 10 kpc) does become large: this owes to CR pressure gradients suppressing the nuclear gas density sufficiently so that the low-density gas is heated efficiently by stellar feedback from the bulge and CR streaming heating.
On the other hand, the CR pressure gradient in Fig. 15 is able to offset gravity. If losses are negligible and diffusion dominates transport, around a point source with constantĖcr, the equilibrium pressure profile (assuming CRs are a γ = 4/3 ultra-relativistic fluid) is Pcr =Ėcr/12π κ r, which agrees well with the inner parts of our CR runs (outside the "holes" in 'CR-BH-43/44' within the central few kpc, where stellar feedback dominates).
13 Comparing
11
The total thermalized CR energy as indicated by the green and magenta lines in the second row of Fig. 15 is less than 10% of the total CR input. 12 This explains why the run 'CR-BH-42', which does not quench and maintains dense gas in the center, does lose a non-negligible fraction ∼ 1/2 of its CR energy to collisional+streaming losses. For 'CR-BH-43' and 'CR-BH-44', the collisional loss is more significant initially, but it drops to a lower value after the core density is suppressed. The competition between CR energy and gas densities being larger at small r, and diffusion times longer at large r, also explains why the collisional+streaming losses have the broad radial structure seen in Fig. 15 .
13 At large radii, if the streaming is at a quasi-constant Alfvén speed, streaming will dominate over diffusion at r κcr/vstream ∼ 30 kpc (κcr/10 29 cm 2 s −1 ) (30 km s −1 /vstream), which also defines the radius where streaming losses ∝ vstream ∂Pcr/∂r will be largest. Note in the simulations here the "cutoffs" in the CR profiles at r ∼ 100 − 1000 kpc owe to the simulations only having finite time for CRs to propagate from the nucleus to large radii. Th-core-43-wide Turb-core Turb-core-wide CR-BH-42 Figure 12 . Density, temperature, & entropy profiles (as Fig. 3 ) averaged over the last ∼ 100 Myr of each run for the runs in Fig. 11 . Even fine-tuned thermal heating produces negative temperature gradients in m13 & m14 and has little effect in m12. Turbulent stirring significantly depresses the density of m13 (and raises its temperature), resembling the stronger-stirred m14 cases, but a weaker stirring amplitude alleviates this. CR injection suppresses the core density inside the central few kpc (leading to mostly hot gas inside this radius), but leaves a positive temperature profile and intact density profile outside r > 5 − 10 kpc.
this to the gravitational force we have: (
This is consistent with our result that when the CR energy input reaches ∼ 10 43 erg s −1 , the CR pressure gradient starts to surpass the gravitational force in the core region and the core density and cooling rate start to be suppressed.
We emphasize that, as shown in Fig. 15 , the heating from streaming loss does exceed the cooling rate in the core region in 'CR-BH-43' (the most stably quenched CR injection case), which is consistent with the previous studies (e.g., Ruszkowski et al. CR-BH-43 Figure 13 . Cumulative energy input vs. cooling (as Fig. 8 ) for the simulations in Fig. 11 . Turbulent stirring significantly decreases cooling in m13 (owing to lower densities in Fig. 12 ; this is sensitive to the injection rate), but only suppresses cooling in the core in m12. Thermal heating can marginally balance cooling in m13 and m14 which have hotter, more stable gaseous halos, but in m12 heating puts more dense+enriched gas at ∼ 10 4 − 10 5.5 K, increasing its cooling rate. CR injection substantially suppresses cooling rates in all cases.
2017b). However, we argue that the quenching is majorly caused by CR pressure lowering the gas density and therefore also the cooling rate instead of CR heating overcoming cooling because a) the cooling rate of 'CR-BH-43' is much lower than the 'Default' run; b) the heating from stellar feedback can be at least comparable to the CR heating in the core region; and c) the black hole thermal heating run with exactly the same energy input does not quench the galaxy.
Given that we are not directly balancing the cooling rate by CR heating, the total CR energy in the halo does not need to be excessively high. The estimated > GeV gamma-ray luminosity of 'CR-BH-43' (from hadronic loss) is Lγ ∼ 10 41 erg s −1 , which is lower than the observational upper bounds (Ackermann et al. 2016; Wiener & Zweibel 2018) . Besides, the estimated ∼ GHz radio luminosity of 'CR-BH-43' from the secondary CR electrons (from CR protons), which contributes as part of the overall radio lumi- , we track gas which is cold (T < 8000K) and dense (n > 1cm −3 ) at an early time (20 Myr) and follow its evolution. We first follow how much of the gas forms stars -this stabilizes as ∼ 40% at late times. The majority of the gas is mixed to larger radii (here > 30 kpc), and becomes warm
nosity, is L radio ∼ 10 39 erg s −1 , again within the observational constraint from the radio flux (e.g., Giacintucci et al. 2014; Bravi et al. 2016 ).
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have attempted a systematic exploration of different qualitative physical mechanisms by which energy can be injected into massive halos to quench galaxies and suppress cooling flows. We specifically considered models with radial momentum injection (e.g., "wind" or "radiation pressure" or "isotropic kinetic" models), thermal heating (e.g. "shocked wind" or "isotropic sound wave" or "photo/Compton-heating" or "blastwave" models), turbulent "stirring" (e.g. "convective/buoyant bubble" or "precessing jet" or "jet/bubble instability-driven" or "subhalo/merger/satellite wind-driven" models), and cosmic ray injection (e.g. CRs from compact or extended radio jets/lobes, shocked disk winds, or inflated bubbles). We vary the associated energetics and/or momentum fluxes, spatial coupling/driving scales, and halo mass scale from ∼ 10 12 − 10 14 M . These were studied in fully-global but non-cosmological simulations including radiative heating and cooling, self-gravity, star formation, and stellar feedback from supernovae, stellar mass-loss, and radiation, enabling a truly "live" response of star formation and the multi-phase ISM to cooling flows; we used a hierarchical super-Lagrangian refinement scheme 14 We assume that all the secondary CR electrons decay via synchrotron emission.
to reach ∼ 10 4 M mass resolution, much higher than many previous global studies.
Of the cases surveyed, only turbulent stirring within a radius of order the halo scale radius, or cosmic ray injection (with appropriate energetics) were able to maintain a stable, cool-core, low-SFR halo for extended periods of time, across all halo masses surveyed, without obviously violating observational constraints on halo gas properties or exceeding plausible energy budgets for lowluminosity AGN in massive galaxies.
• Isotropic momentum injection with momentum flux lower than ∼ 10 36 g cm s −2 (M halo /10 14 M ) 1/3 has little effect on cooling flows or star formation, while larger momentum fluxes simply generate an "explosion" that evacuates gas from the halo core, drives strong shocks in the outer halo, generates steep negative temperature gradients out to > 100 kpc, and heats gas to enormous temperatures (all in conflict with observations).
• Thermal heating, if concentrated in the halo core, similarly transitions sharply from doing nothing when the input is below cooling rates, to generating an explosive Sedov-Taylor blastwave when the input exceeds cooling rates (again, in conflict with observations). Thermal heating extended over too large a radius "wastes" all its energy at very large radii and does little in the core. It is possible to fine-tune thermal heating (by setting energy input equal to cooling rates, and the coupling scale equal to the cooling radius), but this (a) requires thermal heating rates 10 44 erg s
in 10 14 M halos (corresponding to bright quasars if the heating efficiency is ∼ 1%), (b) still generates mild negative temperature gradients to ∼ 100 kpc, and (c) fails in less massive halos 10 12.5 M where virial temperatures are lower.
• Cosmic rays can suppress cooling and SFRs by supporting non-thermal pressure gradients which are comparable to or exceed gravity in the core, with modest energetics in an order-ofmagnitude range aroundĖcr ∼ 10 43 erg s −1 (M halo /10 14 M ). CR "heating" (via streaming or collisional terms) is negligible as modeled here in the interesting regime. For reasonable diffusivities the injection scale/kernel also does not matter sensitively since CRs form an equilibrium diffusion profile, unless the injection scale is very large 30 − 100 kpc. The central few kpc tend to be "hot" because they are eventually depleted of all dense gas, but the largerscale density/temperature/entropy structure of the cool-core halo can be stably maintained for extended periods of time, despite suppressed SFRs and actual cooling flow rates onto the galaxy.
• Turbulent stirring can also suppress star formation, through a combination of suppressing the core gas density (by providing non-thermal pressure and "lofting" parcels up the potential where they buoyantly expand), and mixing cold and dense gas into the hot halo (providing "bulk conduction"), with even lower energetics inĖ turb ∼ 10 41−42 erg s −1 (M halo /10 14 M ) or (equivalently) momentum fluxṖ turb ∼ 10 34 g cm s −2 (M halo /10 14 M ) within a radius of order the halo scale radius ( 100 kpc). Towards the low end of this range, halos maintain cool-core features, while towards the high end, they evolve from cool-core to non-cool-core. Strong stirring at r 100 kpc tends to remove significant gas from the halo and suppresses the X-ray luminosity below observations; stirring confined only to 10−20 kpc acts more like galactic fountains and fails to efficiently suppress cooling. Turbulent "heating" (via compression or shocks or viscosity) is never dominant.
• If injection transforms a halo into a non-cool-core, then if the core density is suppressed to an extent that the energy input from old stellar populations (SNe Ia and AGB mass-loss) exceeds cool- Figure 15 . Comparison of energetics in our m14 cosmic ray runs. Top: CR, magnetic, and thermal energy densities (averaged in spherical shells in the last 100 Myr of each run), for the three m14 CR runs (Table 2 ). CR energy is non-negligible within < 30 kpc in each. Middle: Comparison of differential per-unit-radius (dĖ/d log r) and cumulative (Ė(< r)) gas cooling rates versus CR "heating" rates. The latter includes collisional (hadronic+Coulomb) and streaming losses which transfer energy from CRs to thermal gas energy. CR heating is always much smaller than gas cooling except where the gas is almost completely evacuated in the central few kpc (andĖ cool is extremely small). In CR-BH-42, which retains dense central gas where CR losses are large, ∼ 60% of the injected CR energy is thermalized, but in the CR-BH-43/44 runs where the central few kpc are lower-density, only ∼ 1 − 5% of the CR energy is ever thermalized. Bottom: Gravitational acceleration Fg/M ≈ ∂Φ/∂r vs. acceleration from the CR pressure gradient (ρ −1 ∂Pcr/∂r). CR pressure dominates and pushes material out from the central cooling-core, to larger-r at largerĖcr.
ing rates, the halo never "rejuvenates" even if the feedback injection shuts off.
In summary, our study supports the idea that quenching -at least of observed z ∼ 0 massive halos -is not dominated by single violent or "explosive" events, but by lowering densities and suppressing cooling via mechanisms that involve relatively mild energetics and non-thermal pressure. Turbulence and cosmic rays represent promising avenues to this, either of which has the potential to quench the models surveyed here without obviously contradicting basic observational constraints. Both operate very efficiently, with required energetics comparable to those expected in jets of low-luminosity AGN.
We emphasize that we are not saying it is impossible to devise models of feedback using a combination of thermal and radial mechanical energy input which produce quenching and plausible massive halo properties (in fact, we explore a couple such models here). However, consistent with most previous studies, we find that these classes of models (a) require fine-tuning, in energetics and coupling scale as a function of halo mass, (b) generally require optimistically high energetics (at least order-of-magnitude larger than the CR models, and two orders of magnitude higher than the turbulent models favored here), and (c) may still have difficulty reproducing more subtle observational properties (e.g. distributions of temperature profile slopes).
We should also emphasize that we are not implying that AGN feedback is represented by any one of these mechanisms (especially as we model them). Real feedback is a mix of many different processes operating at once, often simultaneously on very different scales (e.g. radiation and accretion-disk winds and jets may be coupling to the gas all on different spatial scales). Our goal was simply to focus on an (intentionally) highly-idealized model of each form of injection, to understand the constraints and different qualitative behaviors of different types of energy injection. This paper was a follow-up to Paper I, where we also surveyed a large number of simulations to emphasize that something beyond the "default" physics of cooling, self-gravity and gravitational stability, magnetic fields, conduction, viscosity, star formation, and feedback from stars (radiative and supernovae and stellar mass-loss), was required to resolve the cooling flow problem. Here we identify plausible classes of physical candidates for that "something" (e.g., enhanced turbulence and CR from AGN). In our next study, we intend to model these classes more realistically: for example, explicitly modeling a narrow jet which simultaneously carries kinetic luminosity and cosmic rays. This raises a host of questions we have (again, intentionally) not tried to address here: for example, what happens if the injection is highly anisotropic? And can turbulence actually be driven by physical processes originating from an AGN? And what is the ratio of energy in radial momentum flux, thermal heating, cosmic ray injection, and turbulent stirring which comes from e.g. nuclear winds vs. compact jets vs. "bubbles"? These and many more questions remain open and critical for progress in this field.
APPENDIX A: EFFECTS OF MAGNETIC FIELDS, CONDUCTION, AND VISCOSITY ON TURBULENT "STIRRING" MODELS
Given that turbulent stirring can (a) amplify magnetic fields, (b) be damped by viscosity from the hot gas, and (c) acts to mix hot and cold gas in a manner similar to physical conductivity, it is reasonable to ask what the impact of including or excluding explicit treatment of magnetic fields and physical (anisotropic) Braginskii conduction and viscosity in the hot gas might be. We explored these physics in Paper I in detail so only briefly note their effects here. Fig. A1 shows the SFRs of the 'Turb-core-1' run with and without explicit inclusion of these fluid microphysics in the simulations. Magnetic fields and conduction mildly suppress the SFR at the beginning of the 'Turb-core-1' run, and suppress the core baryonic mass by a factor of ∼ 2, which is roughly consistent with their effect on the 'Default' run, but the systematic effects are small and get smaller as time goes on and the systems become more steadystate. Because viscosity and conduction are strongly temperaturedependent, their effects are even weaker in the smaller halo masses. Accordingly, the treatment of these physics does not substantially alter our conclusions. Figure A1 . SFR (as Fig. 2 ) in our 'Default' and 'Turb-core-1' m14 runs, comparing runs which treat the gas as pure-hydrodynamic, to runs which include magnetic fields and fully-anisotropic Spitzer-Braginski conduction and viscosity following Su et al. (2016) ("All Micro"). Consistent with our study in Paper I, these additional microphysics (mostly conduction) suppress the SFRs by a factor ∼ 2, but do not qualitatively change any of our conclusions.
